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rooms1. While having an abundance of smaller commercial

Introduction

properties is fine, we note that this can limit the ability to
Stafford Strategy (Stafford) was commissioned by Destination

attract conferences, business and other events, business and

North Coast (DNC) to assess the need and potential for commercial

family-based functions etc. where attendees prefer to stay in

accommodation reinvestment into the North Coast Region.
This work builds on a separate (but linked) project (titled the

the same facility.
◼

A review of online assessments was undertaken to determine

Tourism Research Services Project) which: identified visitation levels

overall product quality for the commercial accommodation

to all areas within the region; identified product gaps; and

sector. This showed that 21% of rooms were broadly

determined ways to help activate stronger visitation, visitor yield

categorised as higher quality (3,862 rooms), 49% as medium

and length of stay.
This earlier piece of work was primarily a detailed tourism research

(8,962 rooms) and 30% as low quality (5,565 rooms).
◼

The only LGA with more than 50% of room stock in the higher

exercise across all sectors of the visitor economy, while this

category was Tweed (53%) followed by Byron (38%) and Lord

Commercial Accommodation Reinvestment Project is far more

Howe Island (36%). This is important to note as many LGAs

sectoral focussed.

were

The Current Scenario

reinvestment of existing facilities where possible) into higher

The analysis indicates the following for the region.

spending visitor market.

◼

A number of LGAs have a disproportionate number of total

investment

(and

quality commercial accommodation to help attract a higher

◼

It was also found that a strong correlation exists between
experiences and who have a higher percentage of higher

Harbour, Byron, Tweed and Port Macquarie. Mid Coast has

quality accommodation in the region.

Benchmarking

nearly three quarters (75%) of all current room stock for the

The evidence from the DNC region clearly illustrates that LGAs with

region.

a higher ratio of better-quality commercial accommodation

Just under 46% of all commercial accommodation stock in the

properties have been able to attract higher-yielding visitor markets

region is holiday homes and apartments which are mostly not

resulting in stronger local visitor economies. In addition, the

the impression that the region has significant existing room

following was identified.
◼

The connection to good quality fresh food and beverage

stock though this is not permanent all year round and

options and the link to agri-tourism often reinforces the

overstates the level of supply.

appeal of areas and helps stimulate desirable retail outlets

Motels represent the largest number of rooms at 26%,

which are able to leverage off the stronger visitor base.

followed by retreats and resorts (18%), holiday parks (17%)

◼

Having

good

accessibility

to

natural

attractions

and

serviced apartments (11%), hotels (8.2%) and holiday homes

connectivity to nearby commercial accommodation (small,

and apartments (8%) with all other forms of accommodation

boutique and larger scale) via attractive walkways and

room stock being 12.3% of available room stock.

cycleways etc, adds to the attractiveness of both natural

When looking at the size of commercial accommodation

attractions and nearby commercial accommodation.

properties, 79% are characterised as micro (less than 15

1

additional

accommodation clusters currently in Mid Coast, Coffs

available all year round. This is important to note as it gives

◼

stimulate

LGAs with more commissionable visitor attractions and

Tweed (13.1%) and Port Macquarie (13%). These 5 LGAs hold

◼

to

commercial accommodation room capacity with stronger

nearly 17% of rooms, Coffs Harbour (15.5%), Byron (14.5%),

◼

keen

◼

Having a good mix of both free and commissionable tourism

rooms, 18.7% are small (less than 59 rooms), 2% are medium

products are important to package up with quality

(60-149 rooms) and 0.3% are larger properties of 150+

commercial accommodation as part of the visitor experience.

Note, due to rounding totals may add up slightly more/less than 100%.
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Best Practice Guidelines to Consider
The following reflect best practice guidelines of successful destinations and are offered to help the DNC region find ways to achieve the
desired mix of commercial accommodation to enable it to grow its overall destination focus and to strengthen the accommodation mix.
Without government intervention, most accommodation investment will struggle to be realised in the region, in the current economic
environment.

1. Positive government
intervention to support
destination aspirations

2. Effective dialogue
between the commercial
accommodation sector,
RTOs, councils and state
government

3. More effective state and
council inter-departmental
decision making for tourism
development

4. Finding suitable land in
areas appropriate for new
commercial
accommodation

5. Tilting the playing field
by offering upfront
concessions and support to
stimulate investment

6. Clustering tourism
development into nodes,
hubs and precincts along
with other forms of tourism
development

7. Having alternative forms
of transport (airlines,
coach, rail, and private
vehicle use) to access a
destination

8. Developing effective
visitor management
strategies

Accommodation Investment Opportunities

Investment Challenges

There are a number of commercial accommodation investment

Except for 2 LGAs, the specific site location for each or any of the

and development opportunities identified which correlate to local

above new forms of commercial accommodation have not been

government desires to stimulate economic uplift in a mix of coastal

determined (other than identifying whether they would ideally be

and hinterland areas throughout the North Coast region. These are

in broad terms - CBD-, hinterland-, or coastal-based). This is partly

identified in Figure 1 and include:

because, for the most part, councils in the region are not owners of
land

which

they

can

easily

designate

for

commercial

◼

hinterland eco chalets and/or cottages in at least 3 LGAs

◼

glamping style development in at least 3 LGAs

◼

medium-to-larger hotel, serviced apartment complexes or

The onus, therefore, falls to the investor/developer to identify

resorts in 8 LGAs

suitable sites for new accommodation facility which may be on

accommodation.

private land, potentially Crown land, NPWS land or other land

◼

destination holiday parks in at least 3 LGAs

◼

boutique hotels/resorts in at least 2 LGAs; and

◼

potentially three uniquely themed forms of commercial

However, as identified in this project (and in the previous Tourism

accommodation which could be in the form of an art hotel (to

Research Project completed for the North Coast region), there are

support an arts and cultural precinct), a nature-focused

significant challenges in getting government land activated for

commercial accommodation facility to support a major

tourism purposes. Without a paradigm shift within government to

national park/eco attraction and an Aboriginal-themed
commercial accommodation facility to help support the
viability of a new First Nation visitor cultural centre.
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owned by State Government or Federal Government agencies.

act as the catalyst/facilitator for tourism investment and
development, the ability to activate commercial accommodation
development opportunities on a timely basis risks being viewed as
too challenging by the development community.

Investment Needs

Need for Government Intervention

What is clear from the research and analysis, however, is the need

As most of the new accommodation being sort is 4-star quality or

to introduce various forms of new and mostly higher quality

higher, it is particularly important that councils are able to offer the

commercial accommodation, to help fill a product gap in the supply

accommodation sector:

of facilities in the DNC region. Nearly every LGA consulted
commented on their desire to:
◼

◼

working closely with developers and investors to assist in
getting council planning approvals through in realistic
timeframes where these offer desirable new forms of

the possible exception of Byron);

accommodation or expansion to existing accommodation

increase the overall quality of commercial accommodation

properties where this is possible, and
◼

will work with project proponents where state government

and one which has a higher propensity to spend;

approvals are also required so projects do not get held up at

facilitating greater visitor dispersal throughout the various

a state government level.

be shared more evenly with emphasis on stimulating
visitation to hinterland areas and rural communities;
cater to demand for new and better-quality food and
beverage outlets in many LGAs which require a higher

◼

◼

grow the range of commercial accommodation available (with

LGAs so that the economic benefit of the visitor economy can

◼

or freehold land

each LGA;

facilities to help try and attract a far broader visitor market

◼

support to securing potential sites for locating new
commercial accommodation whether this be long term leases

improve the level of visitor yield so a higher overall level of
visitor spend is generated to improve the visitor economies in

◼

◼

A clear message from the development community is the desire for
greater certainty from the government at all levels, to help mitigate
project risk. This ranges across all forms of commercial
accommodation from more remote and at times small scale
commercial development such as glamping tents through to eco

spending visitor market, staying overnight, to help make them

chalets and cabins, and a range of boutique hotels and larger-scale

more commercially viable; and

development where these may also be part of mixed-use

increase local employment opportunities along with broader

development projects (sometimes with a co-located visitor

investment particularly as local economies want to pick up

attraction, a function or conference venue, retail etc.).

more strongly after the impact of COVID-19.

The consistent message received from operators, developers and
investors is that the planning approval process in NSW, at both a
local and state government level, is far more difficult to navigate
and far less supportive of tourism development opportunities than
is experienced in other states and territories around Australia.
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When to Tilt the Playing Field
Current occupancy levels being seen and achieved room rates and yield are not often high enough yet for many existing commercial
accommodation operators to consider major refurbishment or expanding existing properties to try and better meet changing market
demands. The net result is often an ageing accommodation infrastructure for parts of the region, leading to challenges of how to
competitively market the positioning of the region for the immediate future. This challenge is not unique to the DNC region however and
is common in many regions nationwide.
As a result of this, there need to be other mechanisms to tilt the playing field so that new investment can be encouraged. This effectively
means government intervention is essential as market forces alone are not strong enough in most locations on the North Coast to stimulate
new accommodation investment. Forms of government intervention could include the following.
Stakeholder who can effect change:

Non-financial Incentives

♦Federal Government ■ State Government ● Local Government ▲ Other

Floor space bonuses &
height incentives

Release of Crown land for
tourism development

Mixed-use development
schemes

Exclusive zoning for tourism
developments

●

● ■♦

●■

●■

Reduction in accessible
room requirements for
facilities with less than 15
rooms

Planning & Process Support
to speed up the approval
process

access to utility supply

Government-subsidised
loans

●▲

Financial Incentives

●

Tax exemptions/
concessions

Accelerated depreciation
allowance for hotels etc.

■

■

Income guarantee by
operators to encourage off
the plan buyers of units

Purchase of land and
concessions on long term
ground leases

▲

●■
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●■

■♦

Incentives for heritage
conversion to tourism use

Direct Government
Investment

●■

● ■♦

Figure 1: Accommodation Investment Opportunities
1 - Higher quality art hotel
2 - Eco-accommodation resort
3 - Quality destination holiday park
4 - Glamping (Dorrigo National Park)
5 - Cultural-themed eco accommodation
6 - 4-star hotel
7 - 4-5-star hotel (new or upgrade)
8 - 4-star resort or hotel
9 - Higher-end self-contained accommodation
10 - Higher quality hotel/mixed-service apartments
11 - 4-5-star eco-resort
12 - Higher quality destination holiday park
13 - Mid-upper range hotel and conference venue
14 - Glamping
15 - 4-5-star hotel/resort
16 - 4-star service apartment complex
17 - Higher quality destination holiday park
18 - Eco-resort
19 - Higher quality destination holiday park
20 - 4-star resort
21 - Eco-accommodation
22 - Boutique, higher-quality hotel/resort
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Concluding Points
A separate investment prospectus will be created to illustrate the

needing to be in different coastal and hinterland locations close to

various forms of new investment the DNC region may be able to

attractions), is a reflection of this change and subsequent challenge.

encourage. Although this may lack specific development sites for
locating these different forms of commercial accommodation
facilities, it highlights the LGAs and potentially sub-regional areas
where consideration to locations may be given.

However, there are solutions to delivering stronger sustainable
tourism outcomes. The supply of a range of commercial
accommodation development options, including the introduction
of accommodation product to appeal to different and at times

While the North Coast region is a well-recognised as a generally

higher-yielding visitor markets, are a key component to support

mature

ongoing destination sustainability.

visitor

destination,

expanding

the

commercial

accommodation offering (in tandem with the attraction offering as
identified in the Tourism Research Services Project) will assist in:
◼

◼

As the research and analysis in this report identifies, those LGAs
with a larger ratio of higher quality forms of commercial

continuing to grow the appeal of the destination for both a

accommodation, and more often branded accommodation

drive-through market and a stop and stay market; and

product, have been able to leverage commissionable (paid)

attracting a higher-yielding visitor to the region to grow the

attractions and experiences along with a broader range of food and

benefit to local economies.

beverage outlets to appeal to a more discerning visitor market.

Like many locations nationally, destinations evolve organically over
time, and changes in consumer habits and growth in market
demand can lead to challenges occurring often with competing land
uses. The development of transit accommodation initially (more
often located along highways and major roads into and out of
towns) throughout the region, and the change over time to focus
more strongly on destination-based accommodation (and often
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Finally, the role of government is seen as crucial in delivering the
outcomes for expanded and especially higher quality commercial
accommodation product in the DNC region. Access to available land
supply, supporting infrastructure and support through the
planning approval process at local and state levels, necessitates a
partnership approach to help achieve desired outcomes.

